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Abstract-- Power is arguably the critical resource in VLSI system design today. In this paper a brief review is discussed about
drowsy cache & also about the “Variation Trained Drowsy Cache” (VTD-Cache) architecture. As process technology scales
down, leakage power consumption becomes comparable to dynamic power consumption. The drowsy cache technique is
known as one of the most popular techniques for reducing the leakage power consumption in the data cache. However, the
drowsy cache is reported to degrade the processor performance significantly. In this paper VTD-Cache allows for a significant
reduction of around 50% in power consumption while addressing reliability issues raised by memory cell process variability.
By managing voltage scaling at a very fine granularity, each cache way can be sourced at a different voltage where the
selection of voltage levels depends on both the vulnerability of the memory cells in that cache way to process variation and the
likelihood of access to that cache location. The novel and modular architecture of the VTD-Cache and its associated controller
makes it easy to be implemented in memory compilers with a small area and power overhead. This total process is studied with
different diagrams ,schematics using Xilinx 14.5 software.
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1. INTRODUCTION
As the computing power of the processor[15] is
more needed, the power dissipation in the processor inevitably
increases. For this reason, reducing power dissipation [1] in the
processor becomes one of the most important design
considerations. Among the computer components, cache is
reported to take account of a significant fraction of total
processor power consumption. Thus, power efficiency of the
cache should be carefully considered as shown in the figure 1.
In the past, dynamic power consumption was larger than
leakage power consumption. However, the leakage power
consumption becomes comparable to the dynamic power
consumption as the number of transistors employed in a
processor increases.
To reduce the leakage power consumption of caches,
various techniques have been proposed[2][4]. Powell et al.
proposed the gated-Vdd[2], a circuit-level technique to gate the
supply voltage, resulting in reduced leakage power in unused
memory cells. Cache decay[3] reduces the leakage power
consumption by invalidating and turning off the cache lines
when they hold data that are not likely to be reused, based on
the gated-Vdd technique. As described in [3], after the cache
line is turned off, the data stored in that cache line cannot be
reused. Therefore, when the processor needs the cache line that
has been turned off, it has to be fetched from the lower level
cache or the memory, resulting in significant performance
degradation.

Figure 1: Conventional Cache Memory sub system works
with a processor
The drowsy cache scheme[4], which reduces the
leakage power consumption with multi-level supply voltage, is
reported to be one of the most efficient leakage power
reduction techniques. Each cache line has two modes in the
drowsy cache scheme: normal mode and drowsy mode. The
supply voltage for drowsy mode is lower than that for normal
mode to save the leakage power consumption. Drowsy cache
technique changes the mode of the cache line which has not
been used frequently into low power consumption
mode(drowsy mode) instead of turning off the cache line.
Contrary to the cache decay technique, when the data stored in
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the cache line in the drowsy mode is accessed, it just requires
extra cycle(s) to wake up the cache line. The wakeup means
that the cache line is changed to normal mode from drowsy
mode.
The drowsy technique shows better performance than
the decay technique, because there is no need to fetch the data
from the lower level memory when the data in the cache line in
the drowsy mode is required. However, the extra cycle still
degrades the performance. Several research groups have
focused on the drowsy cache[5][6][8]. Researches dealing with
the drowsy cache mainly have focused on the energy reduction,
while this work focuses on the performance improvement of the
drowsy cache by reducing the extra cycles to wake up the
drowsy cache lines. For instruction caches, wakeup prediction
technique based on branch prediction was proposed[7], which
is not applicable to data caches. Improved Drowsy (ID)
technique, which determines the states of cache lines based on
the locality, was proposed to improve the efficiency of drowsy
instruction cache[8].

2. BASIC OF CONVENTIONAL CACHE
Cache is a high-speed access area that can be either a
reserved section of main memory or a storage device. The two
main cache types are memory cache and disk cache. Memory
cache is a portion on memory of high-speed static RAM
(SRAM) and is effective because most programs access the
same data or instructions over-and-over. By keeping as much
of this information as possible in SRAM, the computer avoids
accessing the slower DRAM. Most computers today come with
L3 cache or L2 cache as shown in the figure 2, while older
computers included only L1 cache.
Like memory caching, disk caching is used to access
commonly accessed data. However, instead of using high-speed
SRAM, a disk cache uses conventional main memory. The
most recently accessed data from a disk is stored in a memory
buffer. When a program needs to access data from the disk, it
first checks the disk cache to see if the data is there. Disk
caching can dramatically improve the performance of
applications because accessing a byte of data in RAM can be
thousands of times faster than accessing a byte on a hard drive.

your hard drive. If that page is accessed again and has not been
modified, the browser will open the page from your cache
instead of downloading the page again. This saves users a lot of
time, especially if that the user is using a modem, and can also
help save the web page owner on bandwidth.A cache server is a
computer or network device that has been setup to store web
pages that have been accessed by users on a network. Any user
trying to access a web page that has already been stored on the
cache server will be sent the stored version instead of
downloading the web page again. This helps reduce network
and Internet traffic congestion as well as saves the company on
bandwidth costs.
L1 caching
Alternatively referred to as L1 cache, primary cache,
internal cache, or system cache. When referring to computer
processors, L1 cache is cache that is built into the processor
and is the fastest and most expensive cache in the computer.
The L1 cache stores the most critical files that need to be
executed and is the first thing the processor looks when
performing an instruction.
L2 caching:
Short for Level 2 caching, L2 is also commonly
referred to as secondary cache or external cache. Unlike Layer
1 cache, L2 cache was located on the motherboard on earlier
computers, although with newer processors it is found on the
processor chip. When L2 cache is found on the processor, if the
cache is also on the motherboard, it is more properly known as
L3 cache. The L2 cache is on the same processor chip and uses
the same die as the CPU, however, it is still not part of the core
of the CPU. L2 cache was first introduced with the Intel
Pentium and Pentium Pro computers and has been included
with ever process since, with the exception of the early versions
of Celeron processor. This cache is not as fast as the L1 cache,
but is only slightly slower since it is still located on the same
processor chip, and is still faster than the computer memory.
The L2 cache is the second thing the computer looks at when
performing instructions.
L3 Caching:
L3 Cache is Cache found on the motherboard instead
of the processor on earlier computers. With today's computers
this type of cache is a cache that is found on the same chip and
die as the processors. In the below picture of the Intel Core i73960X Processor die, is an example of a processor chip
containing six cores (CPUs) and the shared L3 Cache. As can
be seen in the picture, the L3 cache is shared between all cores
(CPUs) and is very large in comparison to what an L1 or L2
cache would be on the same chip because it is cheaper although
slower. L3 or L3 communication is also a supplier of
Intelligence, Surveillance, and Reconnaissance systems and
products, secure communications systems and products,
microwave components, and space and navigation products.

3. THE DROWSY CACHE APPROACH
Figure 2: A Typical cache memory hierarchy
Another cache is known as "Internet browser cache"
also known as "Temporary Internet Files" in Internet Explorer.
Internet cache is used to help improve how fast data is opened
while browsing the Internet. In most cases, each time a web
page is opened, it is sent to your browser's temporary cache on

In Caches, for fix period of time the activity is
centered at some cache lines. So, putting rest of cache lines in
low power mode can reduce the leakage significantly. This low
power mode of cache line is called Drowsy Caches [9][10]. In
stand of turning off cache line putting it in to a low power
drowsy mode can reduce leakage significantly. In drowsy
caches the chance of putting wrong line into drowsy mode is
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less, for that different policies have been proposed in [9].
When caches are in drowsy mode the data in it are preserved.
Drowsy caches can be implemented by adaptive body-biasing
with multi-threshold CMOS (ABB-CMOS), dynamic voltage
scaling (DVS). Gated-Vdd.

Figure 4: SRAM cell with storing ‘0’ value[16]
To reduce leakage in cell when it storing a ‘0’ value,
replace leaky transistor by high Vth. The resulted circuit which
is called basic asymmetric (BA) SRAM cell. This circuit has
the same leakage as conventional SRAM cell when storing 1,
but it reduces leakage by 70 times when storing 0, due to
longer discharge time.

4. CIRCUIT ISSUES CMOS
Figure 3: Schematic of Drowsy memory circuit [9].
As shown in figure 4 SRAM cell is connected to
voltage-scaling controller. This controller consist of two pMOS
pass transistor, one with high threshold voltage while other
with low threshold voltage. One pMOS supplies normal supply
voltage and other low for drowsy cache lines. Each pass
transistor of SRAM cell is of high Vth to prevent the leakage
current from the normal supply to the low supply through the
two pMOS pass gate transistor. For each cache line a separate
voltage controller is needed.
ASYMMETRIC SRAM CELL:
As this technique used in cache it is refer to as
asymmetric-cell caches (ACCs). Comparing to conventional
cache ACCs reduce leakage power even when there are few
parts of the cache that are left unused [9]. Traditional SRAM
cell transistors are symmetrical with identical leakage and
threshold voltage, while asymmetric SRAM cells have low
leakage and less impact on performance. In this technique
when cell is storing 0, selected transistors are “weakened” to
reduce leakage. A weakening can be possible by using higher
threshold voltage and also by proper sizing of transistor. In
conventional SRAM of symmetrical transistor to reduce
leakage current one method can be used that is making all
transistors of high Vth, but it degrades the performance. This
drawback can be overcome by using asymmetric SRAM cell. It
works on following principle: selecting a preferred stored value
and weaken only those transistors necessary to reduce leakage
by increasing the threshold voltage when this value is stored.
Working of Asymmetric SRAM Cell:
In cell most of the leakage is dissipated by transistors
that are off and have a voltage differential across their drain
and source. This state of transistor can be finding by the value
stored in it. When a cell storing a„0‟ value, as shown in fig.4,
the leaky transistors will be P1, N4 and N2. If cell was storing
‘1’ value then leakage transistor would be P2, N1 and N3.

Traditionally, three circuit techniques have been used
to reduce leakage power in CMOS circuits: gated-Vdd, ABBMTCMOS (Adaptive Body Biasing -Multi Threshold CMOS)
and leakage-biased bitlines. In this paper, we instead use
dynamic voltage scaling (DVS) for leakage control [11]. While
voltage scaling has seen extensive use for dynamic power
reduction, short-channel effects also make it very effective for
leakage reduction [12]. Furthermore, DVS also reduces gateoxide leakage, which has increased dramatically with process
scaling. Below, we discuss the traditional gated-Vdd and
ABBMTCMOS techniques for cache leakage reduction, as well
as our proposed technique using DVS and compare the
different techniques.

4.1 Gated-Vdd
The gated-Vdd structure was introduced in [13][14].This
technique reduces the leakage power by using a high threshold
(high-Vt) transistor to turn off the power to the memory cell
when the cell is set to lowpower mode. This high-Vt device
drastically reduces the leakage of the circuit because of the
exponential dependence of leakage on Vt. This method is very
effective at reducing leakage, however it has the disadvantage
that it loses any information stored in the cell when switched
into low-leakage mode. This means that a significant
performance penalty is incurred when data in the cell is
accessed and more complex and conservative cache policies
must be employed.

4.2 ABB-MTCMOS
In this method, the threshold voltages of the
transistors in the cell are dynamically increased when the cell is
set to drowsy mode by raising the source-to-body voltage of the
transistors in the circuit. This higher Vt reduces the leakage
current while allowing the memory cell to maintain its state
even in drowsy mode. However, to avoid the need for a twinwell process, the dynamic Vt scaling is accomplished by
increasing the source of the NMOS devices and by increasing
the body voltage of the wells of the PMOS devices when the
circuit is in drowsy mode. Although the leakage current
through the memory cell is reduced significantly in this
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scheme, the supply voltage of the circuit is increased, thereby
offsetting some of the gain in total leakage power. Also, this
leakage reduction technique requires that the voltage of the Nwell and of the power and ground supply lines are changed
each time the circuit enters or exits drowsy mode. Since the Nwell capacitance of the PMOS devices is quite significant, this
increases the energy required to switch the cache cell to highpower mode and can also significantly increase the time needed
to transition to/from drowsy mode. Similarly to the gated-Vdd
technique, ABBMTCMOS also requires special high-Vt
devices for the Control logic.

4.3 Dynamic Vdd Scaling (DVS)
The method proposed in this paper utilizes dynamic
voltage scaling (DVS) to reduce the leakage power of cache
cells [11]. By scaling the voltage of the cell to approximately
1.5 times Vt, the state of the memory cell can be maintained.
For a typical 0.07um process, this drowsy voltage is
conservatively set to 0.3V. Due to the short-channel effects in
high-performance processes, the leakage current will reduce
substantially with voltage scaling.
Since both voltage and current are reduced in DVS, a
dramatic reduction in leakage power is obtained. Since the
capacitance of the power rail is significantly less than the
capacitance of the N-wells, the transition between the two
power states occurs more quickly in the DVS scheme than the
ABB-MTCMOS scheme. Figure 3 illustrates the circuit
schematic of memory cells connected to the voltage-selection
controller. No high-Vt device is used in the memory cell itself
in our proposed technique as opposed to the method in [11]
where high-Vt devices were used for the pass transistors that
connect the memory’s internal inverters to the read/write lines
(N1 and N2). Because each cache line in [11] is controlled
independently and each bit line is shared by all the cache lines
in a sub-bank, all the read/write lines are maintained at highVdd, making it necessary to use high-Vdd, making it necessary
to use high-Vt transistors for the pass gates in order to maintain
acceptable leakage current [11].
However, since for the instruction cache, the entire
sub-bank is switched between low-Vdd and high-Vdd, the
read/write lines in each sub-bank are included in the DVS and
no high-vt pass-transistors are needed. Avoiding the use of
high-Vt device for the memory cells has several advantages
against the previous approach [11]. First, the access time of the
cache is not compromised. High-Vt devices show poor current
driving capability at the same gate input voltage, which results
in slower caches. Particularly for Icaches, which are critical in
determining the cycle time of the processor, it is important to
avoid any increase of the access time. This is why a directmapped cache is usually employed for an instruction cache
since a set-associative cache is slower than a direct-mapped
cache. Second, use of low-Vt pass-transistors reduces the
dynamic power, since in our previous approach, significantly
larger pass transistors are used to compensate the reduced
current driving capability which is impaired by high-Vt
threshold voltage. In Figure 3, one PMOS pass gate connects
the supply line to the normal supply voltage and the other
connects it to the low supply voltage for. Each pass gate is a
high-Vt device to prevent leakage current from the normal
supply to the low supply through the two PMOS pass gate
transistors. A separate voltage controller can be implemented
for each sub-bank or for each cache line.
A possible disadvantage of the circuit in Figure 3 is
that it has increased susceptibility to noise and variation of Vt

across process corners. The first problem may be corrected
with careful layout because the capacitive coupling of the lines
is small. To examine the stability of a memory cell in the low
power mode, we simulated a write operation to an adjacent
memory cell that shares the same bit lines but whose supply
voltage was normal. The coupling capacitance and the large
voltage swing across the bit lines would make the bit in the
drowsy memory cell vulnerable to flipping if this circuit had a
stability problem.
However, our experiments show that the state of the
drowsy memory cell is stable. There is just a slight fluctuation
in the core node voltage caused by the signal crosstalk between
the bit lines and the memory internal nodes. In addition, there
is no cross-talk noise between the word line and the internal
node voltage, because word line gating prevents accesses to
memory cells in drowsy mode. Of course, this voltage scaling
technique has less immunity against a single event upset (SEU)
from alpha particles, but this problem can be relieved by
process techniques such as silicon on insulator (SOI). Other
static memory structures also suffer from this problem. making
it necessary to implement error correction codes (ECC) even
for non-drowsy caches. The second problem, variation of Vt,
may be handled by choosing a conservative Vdd value, as we
have done in our design. The memory cell layout was done in
TSMC 0.18um technology, which is the smallest feature size
available to the academic community. The dimensions of our
memory cell is 1.84um by 3.66um, and those for the voltage
controller are 6.18um by 3.66um.

5.RESULT & DESIGN ANALYSIS
In this result analysis are discussed in terms of
architecture , design summary, Internal schematic diagram &
output waveforms are also discussed in terms of drowsy line
enable/disable whose cycle count will be reduced as 50% as
shown in the following diagrams

Figure 5:RTL schematic of VTD Cache
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Figure 6: Design Summary of VTD cache
Figure 8: VTD Cache Drowsy lines disable cycle count

Figure 7: Internal schematic diagram of VTD Cache

Figure 9: VTD Cache Drowsy lines Enable Cycle count
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6. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we presented the VTD-Cache a novel
solution for obtaining 50% reduction in power consumption in
low power cache for high performance processors while
addressing the reliability issues raised by process variability.
We explored the design space of VTD-Cache architecture and
its components as shown in the above figure 7. We
demonstrated how the VTD-Cache setting is chosen to
maximize the improvement in total energy savings. Our
simulation results as shown in figure 8 & 9, indicate a
significant improvement in total energy consumption across
simulated benchmarks.
We consider VTD-Cache as a logical extension to
drowsy cache, further improving its dynamic power
consumption. While taking into account “weak cells,” the
VTD-Cache reduces dynamic power consumption of accessing
most of the cache ways within CWoE while reducing the static
power consumption of cache ways supplied from low voltage
between accesses. In future work, we intend to address the
problem of enforcing triple voltage supply policy to tag section
of the cache as well as dynamic reconfiguration policies and
design issues to further improve energy consumption for
adapting with changes in the phase of each benchmark
execution.
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